PLASTICIZING BARRELS AND SCREWS
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COMPANY PROFILE
Euroviti, founded in 1992, is strongly present in Italy, with its historic headquarters in
Cazzago S.Martino (Brescia) and has expanded its position on foreign markets with
an branch in France (Annecy Le Vieux) and one in Russia (Moscow).
The company focused on being always competitive, flexible and adaptable to the
demands of its customers, bases its development policy on three essential points:
Service
Quality
Competence
These three elements, supported by highly qualified personnel and constant production
development, allow the company to compete with the major European producers of
extrusion and injection plasticizing units’ manufacturing.

Injection Division
In response to a constantly evolving market, in order to provide more technical and
professional answers and solutions, Euroviti, adding to its staff new employees with
many years of experience in the sector, has created a specialized injection moulding
department. Aiming to increase quality and services for customers, a new exclusive
warehouse was also activated for the stock of plasticizing units of the most common
brands of injection moulding machines.

Vision & Mission
Euroviti, specialized in the design and manufacture of screws and barrels, integrates
experience, qualified human resources and financial and technological resources to provide
its customers with innovative solutions. Our goals can be summarized in some points:
Build increasingly advanced and reliable plasticizing units
Create added value, responding efficiently to an increasingly growing
demand in the development of performing sets
Innovate steels and alloys to optimize costs and results while respecting
and protecting the environment
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THE BARRELS
The barrel is a component that is constantly subject to
different types of stresses during the plasticizing process.
For this reason, the tolerance of high pressures, the ability
to transfer heat and above all the resistance over time to
wear, both abrasive and corrosive, are elements of great
impact on the choice of the most appropriate steel.
Euroviti, offers a wide range of solutions and uses raw
materials from the best producers in the world to produce
its barrels.

NITRIDED BARRELS
Recommended product to process plastics that do not contain
any type of reinforcing additives or with corrosive chemical
characteristics.

NAME

DIN

TRATAMIENTO

HARDNESS

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE

EUV41

1.8509

NITRURAZIONE

950 ÷1100 hv

•

•
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BIMETALLIC BARRELS
The evolution of plastics and derived products has increased
exponentially the presence of reinforcing additives (fillers)
and extremely aggressive chemical elements.
The barrels with bimetallic alloys are, at present, the only
technical solution to contrast both abrasive and corrosive
wearing.

NAME

BASE

COMPOSITION

HARDNESS

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE

EUV100
EUV200
EUV400

Fe
Ni/Co
Fe/Cr

Ni C B
Cr Mo B
Ni Mo Cu C B

58 - 65 HRC
48 - 56 HRC
64 - 69 HRC

••
•
•••

•
•••••
••

BIMETALLIC BARREL WITH TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
EUV1000W
The choice to be adopted for extreme applications such as
polymers filled with high percentages of glass, carbon or aramid
fibres, WPC polymers and other techno-polymers increasingly
frequent in the injection moulding sector.
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NAME

BASE

COMPOSITION

HARDNESS

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE

EUV1000W

Ni

Cr S B Wc

58 - 66 HRC

•••••

••••

SCREWS
The plasticizing screw is the heart of an injection moulding
machine and the key component during the plasticizing process.
For this exact reason Euroviti’s technical department is constantly
updated and always informed about the direct experiences
of our numerous customers. For this reason in relation to
the processed polymers we can propose various alternative
solutions to the classic screw for general purpose.
Using the correct geometry of the screw can determine the
quality of the lamination, contribute to an increase in
production capacity while decreasing energy consumption
and extending the life of the screw itself.

GP SCREWS The classic screw for general purpose

HPS SCREWS Variable pitch screws with variable geometrical
characteristics in relation to the problems to be solved, such as
a bad feeding or a bad mixing.

HPB SCREWS Transfer screws (barrier) where mixers,
maddocks or other modifications can be added to obtain an
excellent lamination and an increase in flow volume.
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SCREW MANUFACTURING
The technical solutions to resist to wear, both abrasive and
corrosive, are to be identified, as well as through the choice
of an appropriate geometry, to a correct identification of
the steel and the helix armouring.

MANUFACTURING MATERIALS AND TREATMENTS
NAME

DIN

TREATMENT

HARDNESS

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE

EUV41
EUV79
EUV10
EUV80
EUV90

1.8509
1.2379
VANADIS 10
K390
M390

NITRIDED
THROUGH HARDENED
THROUGH HARDENED
THROUGH HARDENED
THROUGH HARDENED

950÷1100 HV
HRC 58÷63
HRC ≤ 62
HRC 58÷64
HRC 58÷62

•
•••
•••••
•••••
••••

•
••
•
••••
•••••

HELIX ARMOURING
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NAME

ALLOY BASE

HARDNESS

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE

EUV12
EUV5
EUV56
EUV60
EUV850

COBALT
IRON
NICKEL
NICKEL
NICKEL + WC

46÷48 HRC
58÷60 HRC
52÷56 HRC
57÷60 HRC
67÷69 HRC

••
••••
•••
••••
•••••

•••
••
•••
••••
••••

SCREW-TIPS
The screw-tip is considered the component subject to greater
stress during the injection process and is the main element
that helps to accurately determine the amount of material to
be injected into the mould. Consequently, the choice of this
product must be taken with the awareness of the existence of
various geometric alternatives and materials of realization.

STANDARD SCREW-TIP

Classic design with tip, check-ring and
seat-ring.
The most versatile solution but with less
control of the cushion and weight of the
printed piece.

BALL SCREW-TIP
Manufactured with tolerances on the outer
diameter lower than those of the valve tips,
they help to keep the screw in axis inside
the barrel, for this reason this solution is
recommended for big diameters or long
L/D units.

NAME
EUV79
EUV79 + PDV
EUV90

FEATURES
Tip in 1.6510 steel with BoroTec 10009 armouring on the wings / Check-ring and Seat-ring in 1.2379 hardened steel.
Base screw-tip type EUV79 with PVD coating application to improve abrasive, corrosive, adhesive
wear resistance and decrease friction coefficient.
Tip, Check-ring and Seat-ring completely made of hardened stainless powder-metallurgy steel. Best
solution against abrasive and corrosive wear.
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FAST CLOSURE SCREW-TIP

An evolution of the standard version to
which design changes are made in order
to achieve greater control over the flow
closure and/or a lower material passage.

CASTLE RING SCREW-TIP

Still a three element screw-tip whose
check-ring cannot rotate but only move
on the horizontal axis being this locked
between the wings. Used to have greater
control over the closure or in applications
with high back pressure and/or fast screw
rotation speed.

MIXING SCREW-TIP

The quick economic solution for poor color
dispersion and other melt quality problems,
although not comparable to mixing screws,
helps to increase lamination.
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HEADS AND NOZZLES
HEADS – END CAP

Euroviti is able to supply standard, hydraulic
closing, coated or chromed heads to avoid
wear and reduce friction coefficient. When
necessary, the technical department can
suggest changes to the original design to
avoid problems due to the stagnation of
material or the presence of gas.

NOZZLES

The nozzles can be of direct type or
composed of body and tip, Euroviti can
supply these components in nitriding or
tempered steel. Like the other products,
these can also be customized to the
needs of the user or to eliminate
moulding problems.

MIXING NOZZLES

All’interno del corpo ugello viene posizionato
un elemento miscelante, disponibile in
varie dimensioni in relazione all’entità della
problematica da risolvere. Consigliati per
eliminare striature di colore ed aumentare
la miscelazione del materiale aiutano a
migliorare l’aspetto del prodotto finito.
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FILTER NOZZLES

The best solution to protect hot runners
and moulds, it has to be applied when
recycled polymers are used. The filter,
in hardened steel, prevents impurities
inside the molten mass from proceeding
along their path.

SHUT-OFF NOZZLES
In injection moulding, especially in some sectors and with some plastic
types, the use of technological components that can guarantee a
reliable and repetitive plasticizing process has gradually become more
and more important.
The flow closing systems supplied by Euroviti are always completely
protected from wear with the latest CVD / PVD technology and
give to the needles a longer life than those of competitors.
The shut-off nozzles have various fields of application and can
contribute to:
Material savings by eliminating smudges, strings, leaks
Waste reduction
Reduction of cycle times
Improvement of process, environmental and safety aspects
Reduction of process interruptions
Dosing with retracted injection units (sprue breaks)
Improve consistency of parts by allowing accurate and
loading of injected volumes
Facilitate advanced moulding techniques such as physical and
chemical foaming, melt pre-compression and multi-component
moulding.

Spring Activated Nozzle
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Power Activated Nozzle

SURFACE TREATMENTS
SURFACE COATINGS AND TREATMENTS
During the plasticizing process, in some application
fields and with some plastic materials, there are more and
more cases where there are serious problems of abrasive,
corrosive wear and/or problems of adhesion of the polymer
on steel surfaces.
When the choice of raw material and heat treatment is not
sufficient to find a solution to problems of this type,
different alternative solutions can be selected.

NAME

COMPOSITION

HARDNESS HV

THICKNESS

COLOUR

FRICTION (STEEL 0,8)

EUVTIN
EUVCR
EUVZN

Ti.N.
Cr.N.
Zr.N.

2000-2500
1800-2200
2600-3100

2-5 µm
2-5 µm
2-5 µm

Gold
Silver
Pale Yellow

0,45
0,45
0,4

EUVCX
EUVPRO

Cr.N. + Ox
Al.Cr.N.

2000-2500
2800-3000

3-8 µm
2-5 µm

Rainbow
Dark grey

0,3
0,35

PVD COATINGS
PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) treatment is a
vacuum coating process of vaporization of a solid metal in
a plasma of atoms or molecules, this “vapor” can then be
deposited as a high performance coating on a wide variety
of substrates.
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HVOF
Unlike PVD coatings, coatings applied with HVOF (High
Velocity oxygen fuel) technology can be carried out only in
sections where wear phenomena are concentrated and have
a significantly greater thickness. This is a technical solution for
hyper-performing screws that must withstand extreme
continuous stresses.
NAME

COMPOSITION

HARDNESS HV

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE

EUVCRPLUS
EUVWC1400
EUVMO

WC86/Co10/Cr4
WC88/Co12
W1/Mo99

1100-1300
1200-1400
600-700

••••
•••••
•••

•••
•
•••

EUV FO
This is a thermochemical treatment (Fe O base) to counteract
wear and / or decrease the friction coefficient of the surface.
Allows the steel surface to reach a hardness between 850 and
900 Vickers and has a thickness of 4-5 μm.
It is mainly used on screws with large dimensions on which it is
not possible to proceed with a PVD or HVOF coating because
of dimensions or at high costs.

CHROMIUM PLATING
The deposition with galvanic process finds its field of application
in plasticizing processes in which it is necessary to decrease
the coefficient of friction (0.17 with respect to 0.8 of steel)
and to avoid that the porosity of the steel causes phenomena
of bonding of the plastic material on the surface of the
components. At the same time it gives protection against
corrosion and oxidation.
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CONSULTING
Our technical department, highly qualified and with decades
of experience, is always available to our customers to support
them in the optimization of the plasticizing units. In case
of need we do not limit ourselves to analyse the processed
plastic materials and indicate a suitable screw profile but we
analyse the whole plasticizing process and, if necessary, we
can create fully customized plasticizing units without going to
modify the structure of the injection moulding machine.
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Increase or decrease the maximum injection volume of a
plasticizing unit, adjust the L / D ratio in relation to the plastic
material to be processed to avoid moulding problems and to
optimize cycle times are services that can even avoid the
purchase of a new injection moulding machine.
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REGENERATION
Among the services that Euroviti has always provided to its
customers there’s the check-up of the state of wear of the
plasticizing unit. After receiving at our facilities all the
components to be checked, our technicians will proceed to
provide a complete report of the wear status, identifying if it is
necessary to proceed with the regeneration, if there is no need
or if we have intervened too late and the components turn out
to be not repairable.

BARREL REGENERATION
BY BUSHING
Possible on any type of barrel, consists in
the insertion of a steel sleeve (nitrided,
hardened, bimetallic) in the sliding area of
the screw-tip. It is the only solution that
allows to maintain the nominal diameter of
the plasticizing unit.

BARREL REGENERATION BY BORING
When the barrel wear is not present only
in the area of sliding of the check-ring the
only solution to be able to regenerate the
barrel is to increase its internal diameter.
On nitrided cylinders, after the revision,
the gas nitriding treatment is carried out
to give again hardness to the cylinder.
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PLASTICIZING SCREWS REGENERATION
By increasing or maintaining the nominal diameter of the
screw, via PPTA process can be made along the entire length
of the helical, a series of armouring with different alloys. The
alloys are identified in relation to the plastic materials to be
processed and the material of the barrel in which the screw
will be inserted.

HELIX ARMOURING
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NAME

ALLOY BASE

HARDNESS

ABRASION RESISTANCE

CORROSION RESISTANCE

EUV12
EUV5
EUV56
EUV60
EUV850

COBALT
IRON
NICKEL
NICKEL
NICKEL + WC

46÷48 HRC
58÷60 HRC
52÷56 HRC
57÷60 HRC
67÷69 HRC

••
••••
•••
••••
•••••

•••
••
•••
••••
••••

SERVICE
Euroviti, willing to continue to stand out, has been providing
a series of complementary services for years to provide a
complete service to its customers. Our team is able to respond
to every type of technical and mechanical need that users of
injection moulding machines can find themselves having to
face during their work.
Analysis and optimization of the injection process for the
evaluation of moulding problems, reduction of cycle times
or new projects to be activated
Check wear status at your production sites to avoid complete
disassembly, transport and downtime costs
Disassembly of plasticizing units in use on your machines
Assembly of our new plasticizing units on your machines
Tailored Machine start-up in relation with the end product
and the material to be processed
Basic training courses on the injection plasticizing process,
problem analysis, parts wear control and machine parameters
optimization
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Production capacity between Ø14mm and Ø400mm for
a total length of ~ 9000mm
Large archive of technical drawings for the most famous
international manufacturers
Dedicated 2D and 3D consulting
Availability of screws, bimetallic barrels and screw-tips from
Ø14mm to Ø150mm
Quality certification of materials, coatings, treatments and
dimensional control
Warranty included on all products supplied
Technical consultancy about injection process issues or
improvements
Technical service for disassembly and assembly the
plasticizing units

CONTACT OUR HEADQUARTERS TO FIND ANSWERS TO YOUR NEEDS
Phone + 39 030 7750520 - Mail info@euroviti.com
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EUROVITI Srl

Via per Ospitaletto, 159
25046 - Cazzago San Martino
Brescia - Italia
P.IVA 01848990980
C.F. 03201880170
REA: BS-341434
Phone: +39 030 7750520
Fax:+39 030 7751075
info@euroviti.com

EUROVITI FRANCE Sarl
18 rue du Pré d’Avril
Annecy le Vieux - 74940
Annecy - Francia
SIRET: 45133555800032
N. TVA: FR79451335558
APE: 4669B

Phone: +33.4.50.44.52.15
Fax: +33.4.50.69.67.22
eurovitifrance@euroviti.fr

EUROVITI РОССИЯ
105122, Mosca, Russia
Sholkovskoye shosse, 5, uff. 504,
Phone: +7 495 785 0690
eurovitirussia@euroviti.ru

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

